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Welcome to WM&Y RFC 2010 Festival! 

 

It is with real pleasure that I once again 
have the honour of welcoming you to 
Wimbledon Mini Rugby Festival. I never 
cease to enjoy these events and they are 
always a great success. This year we can 
thank our under 12s parents who have 
taken on the organisation of the event 
but, equally importantly, I know we will 
be able to thank you. 

More and more festivals are appearing in 
the rugby calendar and some put the 
emphasis more on competition than 
festival. At Wimbledon, we always enjoy 
a true festival of rugby, where there are 
no losers and everyone has fun. That is in 
no small way down to the clubs that take 
part. We really enjoy playing host to 
rugby clubs that share our ethos and love 
of the game, and I know this season’s 
event will be a success for that reason. 

 

“At Wimbledon, we 
always enjoy a true 
festival of rugby, 

where there are no 
losers and everyone 

has fun.” 
 

I’m sure you’ve noticed that we have 
been having a bit of work done here at 
Barham Road as we extend our 
clubhouse to accommodate the 
increasing number of children and adults 
who want to play rugby. As I write, the 
work is far from finished – and indeed is 
not scheduled to finish until after the 
festival – but with a fair wind and a lot of 
hard work from our builders (and a lot of 
pushing from our Project Manager, 
Martin Parker) you could be one of the 
first to make use of the new building. 

You may well benefit from the work in 
other ways as, although our festival fee is 
to cover the costs of the day and not the 
clubhouse, we are holding other events 
to raise funds. In particular, Saturday saw 
WM&Y RFC’s first beer festival and I 
hope there will still be a selection of real 
ales available in the marquee for you to 
sample. 

Please also enjoy the food we have on 
offer courtesy of Steve Roberts our 4 star 
Chef behind the barbecue. Volunteer 
Steve does us proud every Sunday and 
obviously has to make even more effort 
on Festival days so do give him a smile 
when you reach the front of the queue. 
Talking of volunteers, if you are not a 
volunteer at your club then have a word 
with your own Chairman or me. It really 



is most rewarding to be involved in a 
venture like this but all too often a few of 
us end up hogging all the fun when we’d 
actually quite like to share the load. 

If you have any queries about the 
organisation of the day please feel free 
to approach any of the Wimbledon 
coaches and managers. You can also find 
Jane Brown the mini’s Chair in the club 
shop (large container by the Clubhouse) 

who as well as fielding questions will sell 
you a gum shield. Chloe Murray our 
Welfare Officer will also be on site. Chloe 
also runs our girl’s team, a joint venture 
with Kings, and is always on the look-out 
for recruits if you’re interested! 

So, thank you for coming, have a great 
day and I’m planning on trying the 
Conservation Bitter if you happen to 
bump into me as I pass the marquee. 

 

John Woods 

Chair Wimbledon Mini & Youth RFC 

 

 

John Woods, as drawn by the artist Jonathan Parker.  

 

Enter the raffle draw to win a portrait sitting  
with Jonathan Parker. 

 

 



 

 



Information about today     10-10-10 

Participating in today’s festival are teams from ten clubs. The competition for each age 
group will be split into two age leagues of five teams. Each team will play four games to 
decide league positions and the top two teams in each league will play final deciders for 
the Festival Trophy and Plate competitions. 

Registration and briefing 

Please make sure you register your team by 09:30 at your age group control tent.  
Required information: team name, players’ names and dates of birth, coach’s name and 
referee’s name.  
Note: Gumshields must be worn by all players. 

Referees’ briefing: this will be at 09:45. 

Matches – start at 10:00 

The rules of the RFU continuum will apply and a quick guide to these is set out later in this 
programme. Please help us keep the day moving smoothly by having your team together 
and ready to play when called. Any team found with an unregistered player (therefore 
uninsured) or a player out of the correct continuum age group will be disqualified from the 
festival. The referee’s decision is final concerning matters on the pitch and its immediate 
surrounds. In all other matters the Festival Organiser’s decision will be final. 

Team colours are as follows: 

Camberley Black and amber. 

Chobham Blue shirts with red and yellow band. 

Esher Black with a yellow band. 

Guildfordians Bottle green, maroon and white hooped shirts. 

Kings (KCS) Red, yellow and navy blue hooped shirts. 

Old Reigatians Green shirts with blue hoops. 

Richmond Gold, red and black hooped shirts. 

Rosslyn Park Red and white hooped shirts. 

Teddington Navy with gold stripe. 

Wimbledon Maroon and Cambridge quarters. 



League points 

Three points for a win, one for a draw and none for a loss. Tied league positions decided by 
most tries scored, least tries conceded and finally the toss of a coin. 

Cup and Plate finals 

In the event of a draw, another half game will be played. If a draw ensues, the total number 
of tries on the day will count. In case of a draw here, the toss of a coin will decide. 

Prizes 

There will be a trophy for the overall winners and the ‘Plate’ winners of each age group, as 
well as a medal for each participant. 

First aid 

First aid kits are available at the pitch side and there are qualified first aiders on site (near 
the clubhouse). 

Refreshments 

Near the clubhouse (currently being redeveloped) – beers, wines, spirits, soft drinks, tea, 
coffee, snacks  

BBQ – bacon rolls, hamburgers, hot dogs 

Tuck Shop – confectionary, soft drinks 

Ice Cream Van 

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts 

 



 



Child welfare & photography 

In line with recent changes in legislation and best practice the RFU has had to publish 
guidelines on the photography of children. These are set out on page 36 of ‘Policy and 
procedures for the welfare of young people in Rugby Union’ which has been distributed 
by the RFU to all clubs. 

Please draw to the attention of all of your players’ parents/guardians that, in entering 
their children in this festival, they implicitly agree and accept that: 

a) Photographic images may be taken of their son/daughter, during the normal course of 
rugby activity, by accredited photographers and/or other parents/ guardians. 

b) These images may be used in the press or in Club/County/RFU publicity, in line with 
the RFU guidelines. 

Chloe Murray, the Wimbledon Child Welfare Officer, will be available all day at the 
festival and she should be consulted if any particular photography is thought to be 
inappropriate or if there are any other Child Welfare issues. 

 



 

 

32–34 Ridgway,  
Wimbledon, 
London SW19 4QW 

 
020 8947 5034 

Wimbledon Broadway 
60 The Broadway, Wimbledon, 
London SW19 1RQ 

 
020 8542 5100 

 

www.hmhair.co.uk 

 

The beauty world moves fast, and Headmasters constantly introduces  
new treatments, blow-dries and colouring techniques to keep our 

clientele abreast of the latest catwalk trends. Headmasters’ blend of 
exquisite cutting, beautiful colouring, catwalk-quality finishing and 

charming, devoted customer service, means our clients can relax safe in 
the knowledge they are in the hands of experts. 

  
 

Please mention this advert when you make an appointment. 
 
 
 

Enter the raffle to win a gorgeous  
cut and blow dry worth £50! 



The Good Spectators Code 
(Reproduced from the RFU Rugby Continuum Section 2.7) 

Clubs and schools should encourage spectators to: 

(a) Act as positive role models to all players. 

(b) Be familiar with, and abide by, the RFU Child Protection Guidance in 
relation to verbal and emotional abuse. 

(c) Respect guidance from the club or school with regard to spectator 
behaviour. 

(d) Remember, children play sport primarily for their own enjoyment, not for 
that of the spectators. 

(e) Acknowledge good individual and team performance from all players 
irrespective of the team in which they play. 

(f) Respect match officials decisions, even if they appear to make a mistake – 
remember, they are volunteers providing an opportunity for players to play 
rugby. 

(g) Never verbally abuse players, coaches, match officials or fellow spectators: 
such behaviour can create a negative environment for players and their 
behaviour will often reflect this. 

(h) Acknowledge effort and good performance rather than to win at all costs. 

(i) Verbally encourage all players in a positive manner, shouting for, not at, 
the players. 

(j) Encourage all players irrespective of their ability – never ridicule any 
individual player, regardless of the team in which they play. 



 



Contacts on 10-10-10 
Festival Organiser: Toby Nichols 07887 540115 

Age group contacts: 

Under 7 Rachel van Willingh 07946 519040 

Under 8 Steve Vaughan 07966 464871  

Under 9 Paul Craig 07771 850526  

Under 10 Frank Fakhim  07968 020917  

Under 11 Lucy Elcox  07976 687505  

Under 12 Belinda Tracey  07989 464989  

 

Club Chairman John Woods  07968 832804 

Minis Chairman Jane Brown 07740 190998 

Director of Rugby Adam Roberts 07595 069015 

Child Welfare Chloe Murray  07813 849837  

Fixtures Secretary Andy Hayley  07720 880721 

 
 



Raffle prizes 
Please buy lots of raffle tickets for a chance to win a wonderful prize! 

The entry charge to our festival is minimal, which means that the raffle is our 
major source of income for today’s event. There are many costs to cover and 
your support would be greatly appreciated. 

Cost: £1 per ticket. The draw will take place at 12:30pm with the results 
announced over the PA. Make sure you write your mobile number on the stub 
so that we can contact you if you are a winner. and collect your booty from the 
clubhouse before you head off home. 

1. 

2. 

Framed Fulham FC Signed Shirt, donated by Morten  
(U-12). 

3. 

A Tradesman for 1 Day, donated by BMB Construction 
(see advert). 

4. 

Portrait Sitting by Jonathan Parker 
(www.theartistjonathanparker.com) in charcoal/chalk, value 
£250, see portrait of our Chairman in Programme. 

5. 

One-Hour Golf Lesson with Dean Wingrove, donated by 
Wimbledon Park Golf Club (see advert). 

6. 

£20 Lunch Voucher Aromatica Delicatessen – Leopold Road, 
Wimbledon, 020 8944 0309. 

7. 

One Free Coaching Session by Atilla – 07931 535 936.  
Winter Scarf Amanda Hamlyn, Green Door Designs Ltd and 
www.sw19ltd.com. 

8. 

9. 

4 x Children’s Books. Golden Treasury, Southfields,  
020 8333 0167.  

10. 

Two Haircuts. James The Barber, Wimbledon Park –  
020 8944 8712. 

11. 

£10 Gift Voucher. Paul at Dry Cleaning to You –  
020 8542 9096. 
£20 Meat Voucher. Robert & Edwards, Leopold Road, 
Wimbledon - 020 8946 5834. 

http://www.sw19ltd.com/�


12. 

13. 

Manicure or Pedicure by Dawn. The New Dawn,  
07904 170 929. 

14. 

Bike Lock. Smith Brothers, Wimbledon Village, 
020 8946 2270. 
Cookery Demonstrations. Sophie Bainbridge, Sophies 
Cookery Cube, in Wimbledon, www.sophiescookerycube.co.uk, 
Email: info@sophiescookerycube.co.uk, Tel: 07958 564 507. 

15. 

16. 

Aston Martin hard-back book. Wimbledon Books & Music, 
Wimbledon Village, 020 8879 3101. 

17. 

Basket of Treats from the Tuck Shop. Wimbledon Rugby 
Club, Barham Road, Wimbledon.  

18. 

Ladies’ Belt, from Eyes Wide Open, 70 High St, 
Wimbledon, 020 8879 3101. 

19. 

£50 Clothes/Shoes Voucher, from Question Air, 78 High 
St, Wimbledon, 020 8946 6288. 
2 x £25 vouchers. Jakabel (see advert). 
josushphard@jakabel.com 020 8715 2385. 

20. 

21. 

Camelia, £85,Ginko Gardens – 020 7498 2021. 

22. 

Gorgeous Cut and Blow Dry worth £50 Headmasters -  
0844 209 6644. 

23. 

Round of Golf for four, worth £260. Wimbledon Park 
Golf Club – 020 8946 4053. 

24. 

Lunch Voucher for two. from Maison St Cassien, 71 High 
St, Wimbledon, 020 8944 1200. 
Moulton Brown Products with complementary facial,  

25. 

62–63 High St, Wimbledon, 020 8947 4231. 

26. 

Voucher 25% Discount off Sunglasses, from David Clulow. 

27. 

Bottle of Joseph Perfume, from Joseph Ltd, 64 High St, 
Wimbledon, 020 8946 5880. 
Wine Stopper, Pens, Keyring, from Jackson Stops & Staff, (see 
advert). 

http://www.sophiescookerycube.co.uk/�
mailto:info@sophiescookerycube.co.uk�
mailto:josushphard@jakabel.com�


 

 



 
 



 



Under Seven 
Two leagues of five. Playing 5 minutes each way. 

Three points for a win, one for a draw, none for a loss. 
Winners of each group play in the final. Runners-up play Plate final. 

 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Camberley  

Guildfordians 

Old Reigatians 

Richmond 

Rosslyn Park  

 F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

Chobham  

Esher  

Kings 

Teddington  

Wimbledon 

 

      

A vs B (Ref E, 10.00) __   __ F vs G (Ref J, 10.00) __   __ 

C vs D (Ref A, 10.20) __   __ H vs I (Ref F, 10.20) __   __ 

B vs E (Ref D, 10.40) __   __ G vs J (Ref I, 10.40) __   __ 

A vs C (Ref B, 11.00) __   __ F vs H (Ref G, 11.00) __   __ 

D vs E (Ref C, 11.20) __   __ I vs J (Ref H, 11.20) __   __ 

B vs C (Ref E, 11.40) __   __ G vs H (Ref J, 11.40) __   __ 

A vs D (Ref B, 12.00) __   __ F vs I (Ref G, 12.00) __   __ 

C vs E (Ref A, 12.20) __   __ H vs J (Ref F, 12.20) __   __ 

B vs D (Ref C, 12.40) __   __ G vs I (Ref H, 12.40) __   __ 

A vs E (Ref D, 13.00) __   __ F vs J (Ref I, 13.00) __   __ 

Final: Winners League 1 vs Winners League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

Plate Final: Second League 1 vs Second League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 





Under Eight 
Two leagues of five. Playing 5 minutes each way. 

Three points for a win, one for a draw, none for a loss. 
Winners of each group play in the final. Runners-up play Plate final. 

 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Rosslyn Park  

Camberley  

Guildfordians 

Old Reigatians 

Richmond 

 F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

Wimbledon 

Chobham  

Esher 

Kings 

Teddington  

 

      

A vs B (Ref E, 10.00) __   __ F vs G (Ref J, 10.00) __   __ 

C vs D (Ref A, 10.20) __   __ H vs I (Ref F, 10.20) __   __ 

B vs E (Ref D, 10.40) __   __ G vs J (Ref I, 10.40) __   __ 

A vs C (Ref B, 11.00) __   __ F vs H (Ref G, 11.00) __   __ 

D vs E (Ref C, 11.20) __   __ I vs J (Ref H, 11.20) __   __ 

B vs C (Ref E, 11.40) __   __ G vs H (Ref J, 11.40) __   __ 

A vs D (Ref B, 12.00) __   __ F vs I (Ref G, 12.00) __   __ 

C vs E (Ref A, 12.20) __   __ H vs J (Ref F, 12.20) __   __ 

B vs D (Ref C, 12.40) __   __ G vs I (Ref H, 12.40) __   __ 

A vs E (Ref D, 13.00) __   __ F vs J (Ref I, 13.00) __   __ 

Final: Winners League 1 vs Winners League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

Plate Final: Second League 1 vs Second League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

 



 



Under Nine 
Two leagues of five. Playing 6 minutes each way. 

Three points for a win, one for a draw, none for a loss. 
Winners of each group play in the final. Runners-up play Plate final. 

 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Richmond 

Rosslyn Park  

Camberley  

Guildfordians  

Old Reigatians 

 F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

Teddington  

Wimbledon 

Chobham  

Esher  

Kings 

 

      

A vs B (Ref E, 10.00) __   __ F vs G (Ref J, 10.00) __   __ 

C vs D (Ref A, 10.20) __   __ H vs I (Ref F, 10.20) __   __ 

B vs E (Ref D, 10.40) __   __ G vs J (Ref I, 10.40) __   __ 

A vs C (Ref B, 11.00) __   __ F vs H (Ref G, 11.00) __   __ 

D vs E (Ref C, 11.20) __   __ I vs J (Ref H, 11.20) __   __ 

B vs C (Ref E, 11.40) __   __ G vs H (Ref J, 11.40) __   __ 

A vs D (Ref B, 12.00) __   __ F vs I (Ref G, 12.00) __   __ 

C vs E (Ref A, 12.20) __   __ H vs J (Ref F, 12.20) __   __ 

B vs D (Ref C, 12.40) __   __ G vs I (Ref H, 12.40) __   __ 

A vs E (Ref D, 13.00) __   __ F vs J (Ref I, 13.00) __   __ 

Final: Winners League 1 vs Winners League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

Plate Final: Second League 1 vs Second League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

 



 

 

Tween, an accessible designer brand from Istanbul, offers a dynamic 
proposition, bridging the gap between the mainstream market and luxury 

retail to fill a niche in the menswear market. 

The range is available at Harvey Nichols or, alternatively, visit our website! 

www.tween.com.tr 
Nesley Nazari, UK Sales & Marketing Director, nesley@tween.com.tr 

 
 

 

 

Jackson Stops and Staff 

National agents with local knowledge 

17–21 Church Road, Wimbledon, SW19 5DG 

Tel: 020 8879 0099 Email: wimbledon@jackson-stops.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

mailto:wimbledon@jackson-stops.co.uk�


Under Ten 
Two leagues of five. Playing 6 minutes each way. 

Three points for a win, one for a draw, none for a loss. 
Winners of each group play in the final. Runners-up play Plate final. 

 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Old Reigatians 

Richmond 

Rosslyn Park  

Camberley  

Guildfordians 

 F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

Kings 

Teddington  

Wimbledon 

Chobham  

Esher 

 

      

A vs B (Ref E, 10.00) __   __ F vs G (Ref J, 10.00) __   __ 

C vs D (Ref A, 10.20) __   __ H vs I (Ref F, 10.20) __   __ 

B vs E (Ref D, 10.40) __   __ G vs J (Ref I, 10.40) __   __ 

A vs C (Ref B, 11.00) __   __ F vs H (Ref G, 11.00) __   __ 

D vs E (Ref C, 11.20) __   __ I vs J (Ref H, 11.20) __   __ 

B vs C (Ref E, 11.40) __   __ G vs H (Ref J, 11.40) __   __ 

A vs D (Ref B, 12.00) __   __ F vs I (Ref G, 12.00) __   __ 

C vs E (Ref A, 12.20) __   __ H vs J (Ref F, 12.20) __   __ 

B vs D (Ref C, 12.40) __   __ G vs I (Ref H, 12.40) __   __ 

A vs E (Ref D, 13.00) __   __ F vs J (Ref I, 13.00) __   __ 

Final: Winners League 1 vs Winners League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

Plate Final: Second League 1 vs Second League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

 



 



Under Eleven 
Two leagues of five. Playing 7 minutes each way. 

Three points for a win, one for a draw, none for a loss. 
Winners of each group play in the final. Runners-up play Plate final. 

 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Guildfordians 

Old Reigatians 

Richmond 

Rosslyn Park  

Wimbledon 

 F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

Esher 

Camberley  

Teddington 

Old Emanuel 

Chobham 

 

      

A vs B (Ref E, 10.00) __   __ F vs G (Ref J, 10.00) __   __ 

C vs D (Ref A, 10.20) __   __ H vs I (Ref F, 10.20) __   __ 

B vs E (Ref D, 10.40) __   __ G vs J (Ref I, 10.40) __   __ 

A vs C (Ref B, 11.00) __   __ F vs H (Ref G, 11.00) __   __ 

D vs E (Ref C, 11.20) __   __ I vs J (Ref H, 11.20) __   __ 

B vs C (Ref E, 11.40) __   __ G vs H (Ref J, 11.40) __   __ 

A vs D (Ref B, 12.00) __   __ F vs I (Ref G, 12.00) __   __ 

C vs E (Ref A, 12.20) __   __ H vs J (Ref F, 12.20) __   __ 

B vs D (Ref C, 12.40) __   __ G vs I (Ref H, 12.40) __   __ 

A vs E (Ref D, 13.00) __   __ F vs J (Ref I, 13.00) __   __ 

Final: Winners League 1 vs Winners League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

Plate Final: Second League 1 vs Second League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

 



Under Twelve 
Two leagues of five. Playing 7 minutes each way. 

Three points for a win, one for a draw, none for a loss. 
Winners of each group play in the final. Runners-up play Plate final. 

 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Camberley 

Guildfordians 

Old Reigatians 

Richmond 

Wimbledon 

 F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

Chobham 

Esher 

Kings 

Teddington 

Rosslyn Park 

 

      

A vs B (Ref E, 10.00) __   __ F vs G (Ref J, 10.00) __   __ 

C vs D (Ref A, 10.20) __   __ H vs I (Ref F, 10.20) __   __ 

B vs E (Ref D, 10.40) __   __ G vs J (Ref I, 10.40) __   __ 

A vs C (Ref B, 11.00) __   __ F vs H (Ref G, 11.00) __   __ 

D vs E (Ref C, 11.20) __   __ I vs J (Ref H, 11.20) __   __ 

B vs C (Ref E, 11.40) __   __ G vs H (Ref J, 11.40) __   __ 

A vs D (Ref B, 12.00) __   __ F vs I (Ref G, 12.00) __   __ 

C vs E (Ref A, 12.20) __   __ H vs J (Ref F, 12.20) __   __ 

B vs D (Ref C, 12.40) __   __ G vs I (Ref H, 12.40) __   __ 

A vs E (Ref D, 13.00) __   __ F vs J (Ref I, 13.00) __   __ 

Final: Winners League 1 vs Winners League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 

Plate Final: Second League 1 vs Second League 2 (Neutral ref) 

___________________ vs ___________________ 
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